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In this analysis, we examine the data collected in an experiment that measured the resulting tooth length
in guinea pigs after administering different doses of Vitamin C via two different mechanisms (ascorbic
acid or orange juice). See source documentation (https://stat.ethz.ch/R-manual/R-
devel/library/datasets/html/ToothGrowth.html) for details about this experiment. Statistical tests are
performed to determine if there’s any significant correlation between the dose supplied and tooth length
for a given delivery mechanism or between the delivery mechanism and tooth length for a given dose.

R was used as the primary tool for the data analysis. The following libraries were used:

library(ggplot2)
library(datasets)
library(knitr)

Data Exploration
The data set can be found in the ToothGrowth  dataset in the datasets  library.

tg <- data.frame(ToothGrowth)

Looking at a few records show a simple layout where each observation represents a measure of tooth
length ( len ) for the associated delivery mechanism ( supp ) and doseage ( dose ).

head(tg)

##    len supp dose
## 1  4.2   VC  0.5
## 2 11.5   VC  0.5
## 3  7.3   VC  0.5
## 4  5.8   VC  0.5
## 5  6.4   VC  0.5
## 6 10.0   VC  0.5

The dataset consists of 60  measurements:

dim(tg)

## [1] 60  3

https://stat.ethz.ch/R-manual/R-devel/library/datasets/html/ToothGrowth.html


Each combination of dose and delivery mechanism received 10  measurements as shown below where
the each column represents the various doseages and each row the delivery mechanism.

table(tg$supp, tg$dose)

##     
##      0.5  1  2
##   OJ  10 10 10
##   VC  10 10 10

The following boxplot analysis shows the distribution of tooth length for each dosage compared with
each delivery mechanism.

ggplot(data = tg, aes(factor(dose), len)) + 
    geom_boxplot(aes(fill = factor(supp))) +
    scale_fill_discrete(name="Delivery\nMechanism") + 
    labs(x = "Dose", y = "Tooth Length")

A visual inspection of the graph suggests a number of things:

The greater the dose, the larger the resulting tooth length. This was consistent across both
delivery mechanisms
Delivery via ascorbic acid (“VC”) had a lesser impact in general than did delivery via orange juice,
although at a doseage strength of 2 the impact may be equal.

We will now move on to statistical tests to determine if there’s truly significant differences to report.

Statistical Analysis
Because different guinea pigs were used for each test and the sample sizes are relatively small we will
work with independent T-tests for the analysis.

Dose strength vs Tooth length



Dose strength vs Tooth length
We will start by testing whether the dose strength has a statistically significant impact on the tooth length.
We will compare the measurements at the lowest dosage against that at the highest. We’ll perform tests
separately for each delivery mechanism.

The null hypothesis is that the mean tooth length for a given delivery mechanism at doseage 0.5 is the
same as that found at a doseage of 2.0. The alternative hypothesis is that the 2.0 doseage has a higher
mean tooth length based on the significant difference seen in the boxplots.

Based on the boxplots, we will assume that the variance between the different subsets of data are not
the same. Also, since the boxplots show a significantly higher mean for the higher doseage, we’ll perform
a one-tailed T-test.

Starting with the OJ delivery mechanism, performing a one-tailed t-test:

low_doseage_toothlength <- tg[tg$supp=="OJ" & tg$dose==0.5,]$len
high_doseage_toothlength <- tg[tg$supp=="OJ" & tg$dose==2,]$len

t.test(high_doseage_toothlength, low_doseage_toothlength, paired = FALSE, var.equal = FAL
SE)

## 
##  Welch Two Sample t-test
## 
## data:  high_doseage_toothlength and low_doseage_toothlength
## t = 7.817, df = 14.668, p-value = 1.324e-06
## alternative hypothesis: true difference in means is not equal to 0
## 95 percent confidence interval:
##   9.324759 16.335241
## sample estimates:
## mean of x mean of y 
##     26.06     13.23

With a 95% confidence interval for the difference between the means being well above zero (9.32,
16.34) and a p-value of 1.323783910^{-6} we can safely reject the null hypothesis and conclude that
for the OJ delivery mechanism, the larger doseage is correlated with a longer tooth length.

Performing the same analysis for VC:

low_doseage_toothlength <- tg[tg$supp=="VC" & tg$dose==0.5,]$len
high_doseage_toothlength <- tg[tg$supp=="VC" & tg$dose==2,]$len

t.test(high_doseage_toothlength, low_doseage_toothlength, paired = FALSE, var.equal = FAL
SE)



## 
##  Welch Two Sample t-test
## 
## data:  high_doseage_toothlength and low_doseage_toothlength
## t = 10.388, df = 14.327, p-value = 4.682e-08
## alternative hypothesis: true difference in means is not equal to 0
## 95 percent confidence interval:
##  14.41849 21.90151
## sample estimates:
## mean of x mean of y 
##     26.14      7.98

With a 95% confidence interval for the difference between the means being well above zero (14.42,
21.9) and a p-value of 4.681577410^{-8} we can safely reject the null hypothesis and conclude that
for the VC delivery mechanism, the larger doseage is correlated with a longer tooth length.

Delivery mechanism vs Tooth length
In this analysis, we’ll do head-to-head comparisons between the VC and OJ delivery mechanisms. We’ll
do this twice, once for the lowest doseage and again for the highest doseage.

Similar to the previous test, the null hypothesis is that the mean tooth length for OJ at doseage 0.5 is the
same as that found for VC at the same doseage. Because there is some overlap between the VC and OJ
datasets (especially at the 2.0 doseage) we’ll state the alternative hypothesis that the means are
different (as opposed to one being higher than the other).

OJ_toothlength <- tg[tg$supp=="OJ" & tg$dose==0.5,]$len
VC_toothlength <- tg[tg$supp=="VC" & tg$dose==0.5,]$len

t.test(OJ_toothlength, VC_toothlength, paired = FALSE, var.equal = FALSE)

## 
##  Welch Two Sample t-test
## 
## data:  OJ_toothlength and VC_toothlength
## t = 3.1697, df = 14.969, p-value = 0.006359
## alternative hypothesis: true difference in means is not equal to 0
## 95 percent confidence interval:
##  1.719057 8.780943
## sample estimates:
## mean of x mean of y 
##     13.23      7.98

With a 95% confidence interval for the difference between the means being above zero (1.72, 8.78) and
a low p-value of 0.0063586 we can safely reject the null hypothesis and conclude that there is a
meaningful difference between the OJ and VC results at a doseage of 0.5.

Finally, we’ll perform the same test at a 2.0 doseage level.



OJ_toothlength <- tg[tg$supp=="OJ" & tg$dose==2,]$len
VC_toothlength <- tg[tg$supp=="VC" & tg$dose==2,]$len

t.test(OJ_toothlength, VC_toothlength, paired = FALSE, var.equal = FALSE)

## 
##  Welch Two Sample t-test
## 
## data:  OJ_toothlength and VC_toothlength
## t = -0.046136, df = 14.04, p-value = 0.9639
## alternative hypothesis: true difference in means is not equal to 0
## 95 percent confidence interval:
##  -3.79807  3.63807
## sample estimates:
## mean of x mean of y 
##     26.06     26.14

With a 95% confidence interval for the difference between the means that contains zero (-3.8, 3.64) and
a large p-value of 0.9638516 we cannot reject the null hypothesis and discern any meaningful
difference between the OJ and VC results at a doseage of 2.0.


